Cryotherapy simulator for localized prostate cancer.
Cryotherapy is a treatment modality that uses a technique to selectively freeze tissue and thereby cause controlled tissue destruction. The procedure involves placement of multiple small diameter probes through the perineum into the prostate tissue at selected spatial intervals. Transrectal ultrasound is used to properly position the cylindrical probes before activation of the liquid Argon cooling element, which lowers the tissue temperature below -40 degrees Centigrade. Tissue effect is monitored by transrectal ultrasound changes as well as thermocouples placed in the tissue. The computer-based cryotherapy simulation system mimics the major surgical steps involved in the procedure. The simulated real-time ultrasound display is generated from 3-D ultrasound datasets where the interaction of the ultrasound with the instruments as well as the frozen tissue is simulated by image processing. The thermal and mechanical simulations of the tissue are done using a modified finite-difference/finite-element method optimized for real-time performance. The simulator developed is a part of a comprehensive training program, including a computer-based learning system and hands-on training program with a proctor, designed to familiarize the physician with the technique and equipment involved.